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Why Primitive Chat Failed: Lack of Data
Live chat is not new. Early incarnations were available more than fifteen years ago. Many dealers and other 
online retailers tried earlier, less effective versions of chat only to be disappointed with the results. As with 
most new technologies, early adopters did not actually know how to be successful with the new tool, and 
thus abandoned the technology. However, after years of data collection and research, the keys to effective 
live chat are known. Now, chat has sophistication, targeting and tracking analytics, and proven best 
practices. (We’ve taken off the training wheels!) 

Because they didn’t have the knowledge or the proper data,
early chat services failed to address many of the key elements
necessary to be successful with live chat. These elements
include planning, implementation, and ongoing management
and analysis, which we will discuss in more detail in this eBook.

Today’s live chat has the power to improve your online customer
service experience and turn anonymous website visitors into highly
qualified sales opportunities - complete with contact information,
trade-in data, and preferred payment method - which enables
dealers to drive more traffic to their showrooms and service bays.

In order to make that happen, your dealership needs to prevent the following seven live chat mistakes! And 
that’s why we wrote this eBook - to help you identify those reasons chat still fails and how to overcome them 
with the best practices. 

So, without further ado, here are the seven reasons automotive live chat fails today…
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1. Low Quality Conversation
One of the worst things your live chat service can do is waste a shopper’s time by having a conversation that isn’t 
helpful, legible, or positive. The quality of the conversation ultimately affects the consumer’s experience and their 
opinion of your store, and if it’s bad, your live chat service will fail to produce the desired results. 

The purpose of live chat is to inspire meaningful and engaging conversations that create lasting 
relationships between your online shoppers and your dealership. 

Shoppers Don’t Want to Talk to Robots
One way you create a lasting relationship is by realizing that every online shopper is different, and therefore every 
conversation should be different.

Many chat providers think scripts are the best tool in the world, because it increases the speed of response. However, 
shoppers know what a script looks like and it leaves a bad impression. No one creates a lasting relationship with a 
robot whose script doesn’t answer the shopper’s questions, and simply asks for contact information over and over 
again. 

Remember you want to be helpful! Live chat is as much a customer service tool as a lead generation tool.

Instead, your conversations should be fluid and real, with as few spelling errors as possible. Your chat reps should get 
at the heart of why your shopper is looking for a particular vehicle and discover their needs/wants, like what features 
are most important to the shopper and if they have a vehicle to trade. 

3 Goals for a Quality Live Chat Conversation:
•  Ask for information that would help your sales team better understand the shopper’s needs

•  Give information that would be helpful to the shopper’s decision making process and highlights your
    competitive advantages

•  Set an appointment with the shopper to visit your physical showroom or test drive a vehicle

Do all of this, while creating a positive and memorable first impression for your dealership.
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2. You Don’t Have a Plan for Chat Follow-Up
If your dealership’s staff doesn’t have a proper chat follow-up process in place, you aren’t going to see the ROI from 
live chat (or any lead provider for that matter!) No matter how outstanding the chat conversations are and how many 
leads you are receiving through chat, if your staff doesn’t properly follow up, then you won’t make any money. 

So, how do you create an effective follow up process for chat? First, you need a plan.

Questions You Need to Answer to Help Build Your Dealership’s Follow Up Plan:

•  Who is going to be following up on the leads?

•  Who follows up when your assigned rep is out sick?

•  How many employees do you need to effectively follow up on all chat leads in a timely manner?

•  Does your staff understand how to use your CRM to access the chat leads?

•  Where will the chat transcripts be stored for your team to review?

•  How quickly should your team be following up on chat leads?

Next, you need to train your team on the new follow-up process you have created.

Below is an example step-by-step process your team can follow in order to successfully convert chats into sales:

Chat Follow-Up Process:
Step 1: Read the chat transcript thoroughly.

Step 2: Gather the details the shopper was looking for and include them in your response - (vehicle    
availability, price, vehicle specs, leasing special details, service package information, etc). You must answer the  
shopper’s questions in your follow-up. By doing so, you will begin to build a relationship with the shopper and earn 
their trust.

Step 3: Make sure to attach any photos or coupons requested.

Step 4: Reply quickly, but make sure to spell check before you send any emails.

Step 5: In phone calls, if the shopper picks up, provide them with the information they requested in the chat.   

 You’ll also want to prompt them for any additional information that might be important in order to fully understand 

their needs. If the shopper doesn’t pick up the phone, leave a message with the details and a call back number.

Step 6: Ask the shopper to come by for a test drive, to set up a service appointment, or ask them if they would like to 
order the part for their vehicle repair.

You want to lead your shoppers to a next course of action in the buying process. If they are ready, they’ll fulfill the 
action and come into your store to complete the sale.
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3. Not Understanding the Modern Shopper’s Mindset
There are four essential aspects about the modern car shopper you need to know before engaging in a conversation 
with them: 

Into the Mind of The Modern Automotive Car Shopper:
      

Today’s shoppers want to communicate on any device. Your chat software should be able to 
accommodate shoppers who chat with you on their smartphones and tablets. It’s also important to realize that
the conversation and audience of live chat on mobile devices is different than on a desktop. A mobile chat’s 
conversation is usually shorter (do not send large blocks of text), and they are often looking for quick information such 
as price, a phone number, or hours and directions.

Today’s shoppers want great customer service. They expect the WOW! factor. They want to be blown 
away by the conversation’s helpfulness and personalized conversations. Live chat expectations aren’t just created by 
other dealerships, but also by other major eRetailers, such as Amazon. You want to have the best online customer 
experience, so your shoppers keep using your live chat service for all of their current and aftermarket needs. 

Online car shoppers today don’t want to wait. They are impatient, and were brought up in the Digital Age 
where everything is immediate. Continue to #4 for the reasons why answering chats in a timely manner is so crucial to 
your live chat success.

 

5

Car shoppers today want to remain anonymous. 
They don’t want to give their contact information before a chat 
conversation has begun, or too early in the chat when they 
haven’t received any information. Trying to ask for an email 
address or phone number too early could result in the shopper 
getting frustrated and leaving the chat. Timing is so important 
when you are asking for contact information, and it’s best to ask 
for it only after you have answered a shopper’s question. 

?

http://drivingsalesinnovationguide.com/2013/07/mobile-live-chat/
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4. Not Answering Chats in a Timely Manner
Today’s shoppers expect to receive answers quickly. They don’t want to wait very long to receive the information they are 
looking for. It is important that you pick up chats within 10 seconds or less, and respond to queries in 30 seconds or less. If 
you wait any longer than those times, shoppers will get frustrated by the delay and are more likely to end the chat.

To help your chat team answer queries in 30 seconds or less, your chat software should include the following features:

Co-Browse - The ability to see what page the shopper is looking at in real-time. This feature saves the chat rep time 
by knowing exactly which vehicle the shopper wants to discuss.

Click-Path Information - The ability to view all the pages the shopper has browsed on your website. By viewing a 
shopper’s click-path, the chat rep can easily understand what the shopper is looking for and make suggestions based 
on their search criteria.

Push-Page - The ability to send shoppers links within the chat. This features allows the chat rep to quickly direct 
shoppers to pages that answer their questions, such as a finance application or directions page.

PreRead - The ability to read what the shopper is typing before they press send. When a chat rep knows what the 
shopper is going to ask before they submit the text, they can research and prepare a response ahead of time.

The above features will help your chat team tremendously reduce the amount of time it takes to get the shopper the 
information they are looking for. Remember: the faster the response, the better impression your chat team will make 
for your dealership and the quicker a shopper will be able to make a decision about purchasing a vehicle or service!

Now that you know what features you’ll need to be quick, we also need to talk about the type of staffing you’ll need to 
keep up with all of the chats coming from your website...which leads us to the 5th reason live chat can fail!

6

Chat Timing Best Practices:

Pick up chats in 10 seconds or less

Respond to questions in 30 seconds or less
30s
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5. Lack of Dedicated Staff
Sometimes dealerships want their own sales and service staff to chat. However, with so many other tasks on their 
plates, chat often becomes a last priority...and then it fails.

In order to prevent this failure, you need to make one of two choices for staffing before setting up your live chat 
service: have a dedicated team you will train internally to chat for you or work with a fully managed chat service who 
will chat on behalf of your store. For either option you choose, you need to make sure you have a dedicated team 
whose main focus is chatting...and ONLY chatting.

When you have a focused team, your dealership has the ability to utilize chat to its fullest potential. You’ll bring in 
more business, improve your customer service, and get more high qualified leads that convert at a higher closing ratio. 
It’s called WINNING! And that’s exactly what you want, right?

ActivEngage also recommends that you segment your staff into three specialized groups:

•  Scavengers - Employees who bring you more business and set the appointments. These people are your BDC   
    reps and live chat experts.

•  Closers - Employees who handle the end of sale and close the deal. These people are your Sales Team, Service   
    Advisors, Parts Specialists, etc. 

•  Nurturers - Employees who take care of your aftermarket customers and keep your dealership top of mind.
    These people are your customer service and marketing teams.

By segmenting your team into specialized roles, you can streamline your processes and make everyone’s job easier. 
Not to mention, it allows your employees to specialize in specific tasks, rather than trying to be a jack of all trades.

Want to know just how effective specialization can be? Well, in the book Predictable Revenue, Salesforce.com’s Director 
of Corporate Sales, Aaron Ross, said that Salesforce segmented its sales team and added $1 billion to its top line 
revenue! 

If done well, specialization and segmentation really does pay off, and it can make a big difference in the quality of your 
chats and the effectiveness of your chat service to produce the results you want.

But one last comment about staffing - what each of these departments also needs is oversight. Someone to measure 
whether goals are being attained and processes are working smoothly in order to ensure your business has the most 
success. Which is why the 6th reason live chat can fail is…

 

http://http://www.amazon.com/Predictable-Revenue-Business-Practices-Salesforce-com/dp/0984380213
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6. Little Management of Chat Team
Without proper management, live chat can fall apart. Every word of a live chat conversation can become a binding 
legal statement, because it is a written communication. Also, every conversation reflects upon the reputation of your 
dealership. With that much liability, it’s important that you have a management team to oversee processes and to 
ensure best practices are being followed accordingly. 

A Centrally-Managed Chat Team Produces High Quality Chats
A chat team that is constructed of part-time employees who work from
home won’t be able to make chat a priority and won’t have any oversight
to ensure the best quality chats. This is why we strongly advise against
live chat services whose chat team is not centrally-located! 

There are also chat services that outsource their chat team to countries
outside of North America. Besides the fact that these chat teams usually
do not have management, outsourcing a chat team also causes problems
due to language barriers and a lack of understanding of other items of
cultural importance, such as holidays.

What are the Duties of a Manager of Live Chat?

You need a manager who will: 
• Read all of the chat transcripts for quality and ensure each conversation adheres to chat best practices

• Make sure the team is reaching their benchmarks each month

• Monitor the conversations in case a team member is asked a difficult question

• Ensure personnel are following up on the chat leads appropriately

This manager should pull reports to see the results of your chat service and to ensure everything is working efficiently 
so that you are getting the most return on your live chat investment. The best chat software should also include 
management tools and analytics, so if you don’t know if they are included - ask about them!

Alternatively, if you decide to use a managed chat service, ask what kind of management structure they have for 
their chat team. Also, ask if they can send you a report of your live chat progress each month, so you can hold them 
accountable for the benchmarks they promised you when you signed up with their service. 

 

“Happy
Labor
Day!”

"Huh? What's that?
 May I have phone
number please?"
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7. Utilizing Chat Only in the Sales Department
Did you know that about 30% of chats received from your website are related to fixed ops? And depending on your 
brand, that percentage can be even higher! So when you choose only to chat for sales, you’re missing out on many 
opportunities to increase the lead generation and revenue of your service and parts departments...in essence, your 
live chat is failing those departments!

30% of Live Chats are Fixed Ops Related!

 Based on 2014 ActivEngage Chat Data

If you want to get the maximum ROI out of your chat service, then you need to chat for ALL of your departments - 
sales, service, parts, and customer service. 

Also, before you decide on a chat service, you should ask them whether or not the chat software is able to transfer 
chats between departments. Having the ability to transfer chats ensures your customers speak to the right person 
about what they are looking for, and gives you the capacity to segment your chat team between those departments. 

And if you decide to use a managed chat team, ask them how they handle chats for multiple departments. You’ll also 
want to have a follow-up process at the store for the different leads you’ll be sent. Where will those leads be routed? 
Who will receive those leads to follow up on? (Refer back to #2). Get your game plan together in the beginning so that 
everything works efficiently! 

Beware: Some managed chat providers charge extra to handle chats for other departments. 
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Live Chat Doesn’t Have to Fail
When used properly, automotive live chat offers website visitors the same level of excellent service you provide at your 
physical dealership. Success with live chat depends entirely on a chat provider’s or dealership’s deep understanding of 
and adherence to live chat best practices and automotive retail sales and customer service expertise. 

Chat agents, whether in-house or outsourced, must be dedicated chat representatives with extensive knowledge 
of your dealership, inventory, and specials and promotions. Dealers must dedicate adequate resources to their live 
chat solution so they can effectively capitalize on chat opportunities and results. Merely adding the technology to a 
dealership website will not produce results. 

With the necessary planning, resources, and implementation, live chat will allow you to be helpful and engage site 
visitors, capture valuable lead information, and move shoppers into your sales process funnel, effectively doubling the 
leads you generate from your website. 

Dealers, on average, lose thousands of sales opportunities each month from shoppers who abandon the dealership 
website without taking any action. You can now reach out to those consumers with live chat and offer a higher level of 
service than your competitors. Shoppers will reward your online interactive assistance with loyalty and sales. 

ActivEngage is the most trusted brand in automotive live chat.
ActivEngage’s proprietary chat software, real-time business intelligence and fully-managed chat solution inspire 

conversations that create powerful first impressions and lasting relationships between website shoppers and the 

dealership. Each solution was created to meet the specific needs of our dealership customers. ActivEngage received 

Diamond status for live chat in the 2014 Dealers’ Choice Awards and was voted Highest Rated Chat Provider in Dealer 

Marketing Magazine’s 2014 Technology Leadership Awards.

  

   www.activengage.com
  sales@activengage.com 
  800. 441.7779
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Want More Live Chat Tips? Subscribe to the ActivEngage Blog!

http://www.activengage.com
mailto:sales%40activengage.com?subject=
http://www.activengage.com/subscribe2blog
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